
STAR 
Executive Table 



Jehs + Laub   
 
Markus jehs (born in 1965 in stuttgart) and Jürgen laub 
( born in 1964 in ulm) have met each other during the 
academic studies of industrial design at the 
Hochschule fuer Gestaltung Schwaebisch gmuend and 
became friends after an internship in New York in 1990. 
After they graduated in 1992 they set up Jehs + Laub 
in 1994. From that time on they started to design 
furniture and lamps. Inside Germany, they design office 
furniture an common furniture for Renz, Schnbuch and 
Thonet, and design showrooms for Mercedes-Benz. 
 
The Lane 、 Size 、 Star For Renz are all their 
masterpieces. Their designed products have won all 
major prizes. 





The most natural is often the most classic. Star originates from the tree 

structure and cleverly applies the stability of big tries in the support 

structure of the desk. 

 

Star is light and slim but as sturdy as a tree. Stylish appearance endows 

office with a new look. Special legs have facing of bright chrome, 

expressing sharp and confident feeling. 。 









Ultimate concise design 
Minimalist and pure nature of design may look 
thin, but the structure is as sturdy as a tree, 
which maybe the biggest feature of Star 
collection. 
 
Exquisite craft 
MATSU’s partner, RENZ integrates its fantasy 
for German aesthetics into this design. Smooth 
grain connection, seamless chrome electroplate 
craft contribute to monolithic appearance, 
expressing high quality of art. 
 
Smart cabling 
Star series equipped with improved internal 
cable channeling system. Cable boxes can be 
attached to legs, and flap cable boxes can be 
installed on tabletop. 
 
Star side cabinet 
Ventilating slot can be installed in star cabinet. It 
can hold computer case. How great and 
convenient! 
 
Collection 
Star collection includes conference tables, back 
cabinet and side cabinet. The rich production 
line offers a one-stop solution for professional 
management workspaces. 



Star senior executive tables 

Tabletop： 
Shape types：rectangle, irregular, customized 
Thickness：MDF is basic material，painted tabletop, 28mm, 
wooden upholstered tabletop, 31mm 
Tabletop material: Veneer（wooden upholstered), painting     
with leather facing（optional） 

Main cabinet： 
Back plate：smoky gray laminated plate 
Front plate, bottom plate, top plate etc：MFC material，
painting or wooden upholstered surface for your option 

Side cabinet： 
Types A（43*60*55cm）：two drawers （including printer 
drawer）, three drawers 
Types B（60*61.5*55cm）： two drawers （ including 
printer drawer), three drawers 
Types C（90*61.5*55cm）：includes pc case swing door 
cabinet, the number of drawers to be determined by users:              
two drawers（ including printer drawer ）, three drawers 
Types D（120*61.5*55cm）： five drawers （ including 
printer drawer ） 
Types E（150*61.54*55cm）： includes pc case swing door 
cabinet: five drawers; excludes pc case swing door cabinet：
four drawers（including two printer drawers ） 

Legs： 
Materials：plated chrome 
Painting color：black, 
white 
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